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Research facilitation of pig sector and government preparedness for exotic incursions of swine
fevers: the case of Scotland
The pig industry is one of the major agricultural livestock sectors for Great Britain (GB). However, insufficient knowledge currently exists on the pig sector’s structure and its
particular vulnerability to incursions of swine fevers (SF). An extensive programme of research initiated by Scottish Government (SG), through its Centre of Expertise on Animal
Disease Outbreak (EPIC) and its Strategic Research Programme (SRP) improves the evidence base for rapid disease control decisions in the face of SF outbreaks. This programme
aims to help SG (1) better understand pig industry structure, (2) clarify the role of small producers and (3) develop more robust surveillance and control plans against SF.
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Figure 1. The place of Scotland
in the British swine industry.
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(A) Distribution of the 4.5million UK
commercial pigs per countries. (B) Flow
of pigs between Scotland and the rest of
GB. Movements as recorded in
electronic databases between January
2012 and May 2013.

Both EPIC and SRP are consortium projects funded by the
Scottish Government and aiming to strengthen Scotland’s
communities, its people and the rural economy.
While SRP provides cross-cutting evidence to inform policy in
the wider context of rural affairs, food and environment, EPIC
brings together Scottish-based expertise under one umbrella to
best prepare Scotland's livestock industry and stakeholders for
emerging and exotic animal disease outbreaks.

Role of small producers
Figure 5. Connectivity within and
between premises types through pig
movements in Scotland.
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Trust is key to success
Figure 2. Where do pigs live and how
do they move?
Maps showing the smoothed number of pigs (A)
and pig farms (B) per squared kilometres in
Great Britain. (C) Circular map showing the
number of pigs moving between premises type:
B – breeding farms; B2F – breeding-to-finisher
farms; B2W – breeding-to-weaner farms; BS –
board studs; CC – collection centres; F –
finishing farms; MKT – markets, W – weaning
farms; W2F – weaning-to-finisher farms; SHG –
show grounds.

Researchers acted as knowledge brokers between
industry stakeholders and policy-makers, allowing
for critical issues and limitations to be identified
and ground-truthing assumptions and research
results. This built trust between all partners, easing
the flow of critical data.

Movements as recorded in electronic databases
between January 2012 and May 2013. Each
premises type is represented by a circle; arrows
represent the movement of pigs. The width of
the line is proportional to the number of
batches moved between premises types. The
size of the circles for producers is proportional
to the number of producers per producer type.
assured producers

Project’s partners, and communication flow.
Figure 6. Changes in the risk of SF spread in
GB as a function of producer type of incursion
and risk areas.
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Figure 7. Biosecurity practices
reported by 135 small producers
in Scotland.

Cumulative probability distribution of the probability of
epidemic take-off (A and B) and maximum epidemic size
(C and D) for single CSF incursion events occurring in
either high (A and C) and low (B and D) risk areas in GB.
Risk areas are defined as in Figure 3.
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Red: practices reported by <50% farmers.
Green: practices reported by >50% farmers.
Risk areas

Figure 3. Areas of greater risk of generating SF
epidemics.
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Spatial variation in the risk of CSF spread in Great Britain. (A)
Smoothed spatial distribution of the probability of epidemic take-off
generated from a single incursion. (B-C) Cumulative probability
function of epidemic take-off (B) and maximum epidemic size (C) for
incursions occurring in either low or high risk areas. Low and high risk
areas are areas in A where the smoothed probability of epidemic takeoff is <0.05 and >0.15, respectively. The probability of epidemic takeoff is defined as the probability that a primary case may infect at least
two other farms. Information generated using a spatially explicit,
premises-based model in which disease spread through both local
spread and animal movements, and in which realistic control and
surveillance activities are implemented. The local spread component
has been fitted upon the 2000 CSF outbreak in East Anglia. Here is
considered a scenario with 8 weeks of silent spread.

Figure 4. Areas of potential SF spread.
Spatial distribution of the probability of secondary pig premises
becoming infected with ASF during a 8-week of silent spread
subsequent to primary incursions (black dots) in two industry
hotspots susceptible to generate widespread epidemics: (A)
Moray/Aberdeenshire and (B) East Anglia. Disease spread
modelled through movements of pigs only and for the year 2012.
Within-herd disease characteristics defined through model fitting
on mortality records of nine Russian ASF-infected commercial
farms.

Conclusion

Discussion
• In GB, the industry structure is more complex than the theoretical topto-bottom structure of vertically integrated pig breeding companies,
with a considerable amount of non-commercial (i.e. backyard) herds.
• Integrated modelling studies showed how widespread epidemics are
possible throughout the year, regardless of the duration of the silent
period. However, few geographical areas in GB were likely to generate
epidemics from single incursions.
• Non-commercial herds greatly differ in biosecurity and movement
behaviours from commercial herds but are connected through
movements of pigs.
• Non-commercial herds can generate widespread epidemics in GB and
have the potential to exacerbate spread over wide geographical areas.

This ongoing applied/policy linked research programme has already generated invaluable knowledge for developing more
robust biosecurity and surveillance plans for emerging/exotic swine diseases for GB. The predominant benefit, however, has been to facilitate
collaborations and discussions between researchers and various actors for better uptake of coherent industry level exotic swine disease control.

